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University Center board explains $8,000 deficit
BY DAVID A YETTER
Assistant to the Editor

give a pat
didn't sell.
Moore
" h i ' speak
since you have
concerts showing a 520.000 loss,
it would seem tc me, to be a
viable organization, you'd get out
of the concert business."

Representatives of the University f ' l t a board appeared before the Student Activities Budget board yesterday to explain
trie reasons for the $8,000 deficit
UCB has incurred since fall
George Moore, chairer of the
board, said "The latest
shows the Center board
has a deficit of just under
$16,000."
Moore continued, "However,
we acknowledge this isn't entirely accurate because of the
events already scheduled and
prepaid." This leaves UCB with
a deficit of approximately $8,000.
UCB Chairer Ted Staton said
"Th? causes are numerous. Bad
weuther and concerts" have hurt
said UCB also lost on
the Donald Byrd and the Balck
Byrds concert and the Pay One
Pricc Night. The Donald Byrd
concert lost $11.COO and the POP
Night lost $4,000. he said.
"We would like to include, the
loss (of POP Night) happened

Staton said he believed UCB
will not have to stop concerts
altogether, but schedule those
that could be subsidized by the
"If we're going to enter into
ike this, we'll do it
•ge promoter." he
ng this would reduce
acquired by a "no

Haggard-looking representatives of the University Center hoard [left to right: Chairer Ted Staton
•ogram Coordinator Susan Stockton. Sancy Knight, md Tom SheIton\ face the Student Activities Budget
[Robrrt Paulsen photo)
because Deep Throat was not
plan for students
s
to attend
Martinez asked Logan
they
tainment at night.
held the Donald Byrd
if
Marcus Logan, chairer of the
"Wright State should have they were aware the
concert committee, said the reamore activities during school not show an interest in jazz.
son concerts loose money is
hours; not ask (themi to come out
"At the time," Logan said,
because Wright State is a comat night."
"Donald Bvrd was a hot group in
muter college and it's hard to
Budget board member. Nelda this area. It would be hard to

Areas thai are no longer providing any stimulus for the UCB
include concerts, lectures, videotape, conferences and public relations expenses.
"We will be looking for a clear
view as to what you are going to
do." Moore said. "1 would be
taking a hard look at your expenditures and see how you can

curtail."

Future of1-675 is important to WSU and Dayton
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer
Representing the Dayton Area
- Chamber of Commerce. Ken Anderson speculated. "If we don't
finish 1-675', there will be massive negative impacts. The high-

way is essential to Wright State's
future and Wright State is essential to Dayton's future."
If completed. 1-675 will conned
1-70 north of Fairborn to 1-75
south of Dayton.
Much of the discussion during
the Fairbonr Chamber of Com-

merce open meeting held Thursday night concerned the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS).
Greene County Engineer Richard Eastman described the EIS
as "providing additional information for deciding to tuild or not

to build. It's an attempt to review
economic and social factors."
A trasncript of the hearing will
go io the Ohio Department of
Transportation.
Fairborn Mayor Glen McClernor. declared, any person who
1-675, "should not be
to drive on the existing
Mel Lammers, a
South Beavercreek Neighborhood
Association (SBNA) trustee, recomplicated. Martinez indicated,
that Caucus plied. "I might say, only those
that "Certain colleges couldn't
n $35" for a who «re going to use 1-675 should
do it, period."
student go- have to pay for it, which might
Caucus agreed unanimously to
representatives who be the alternative."
come up with "some form of
work hard." The plaque would
Speaking in favor of further
opposition to the eight-week
be placed in the student govern- 1-675 extension. Wright State's
(Summer) quarter."
ment office, and each year a new Executive Vice president Andrew
Lynch pointed out that aCauname plate would be added, to Spiege! stated that traffic congescus could appoint one of its three
honor the
and west of WSU
new members to the Curriculum
perse- of the year," i
morning classes hard
Committee of the Academic
Morris. The |
. Considering partial
Council. Caucus noted that the
in spite of negative votes from completion from 1-70 to North
new members could decide by
Martinez and Lynch.
Fairfield. Spiegel said, "tc utilize
the next Caucus meeting which
! don't think it gives the gain it efficiently whut's already been
of the Academic Councils several
is intended to." reasoned Lynch. spent, completion to 35 is a nestanding committees they would
Morris stated that students fee! cessity."
be interested in serving on.
(continued on page 5)
Dr Robert Conley. WSU's director of Planning and Development, stated that bus transportation to WSU from Dayton
and its suburbs was "not economically feasible" for any of the
jimmy Carter has asked Congress to tlin
transit purveyors contacted.
it loan program as part of his budget for the
Fairborn city manager Mel
fiscal year. Page 2.
Verns asserted that a completed
Sckfbcrs'a column for today focuses on the
1-675 would give Fairborn resihippie on page 4.
dents improved access to the
Wright State Students seem to be more
Dayton Mall, the University of
the appearance of the buildings on campus Shan on the programs
Dayton, and Dayton-area health
offered within them. Page 7.
care facilities. "People will be
The weekly Guardian TV column. The Beat Yon Can Get. looks
to the more than 3400
»t television as the trend-setter of the future on pag* 10.
of currently developable
land east and south of
said.

Students oppose shortened quarter
BY ION WUXXSON
Guardian
Writer
O x c u t Nursing ReNekic Martinez
I her opposition tc an eightweek Summer quarter at Friday's
Caucus meeting.
"I'm just curious as to how
many students are aware of
this." said Martinez. "I wonder
if we can do anything about
it...oppose it?" Martinez noted
that the eight-week schedule was
posted tor the school of
Aris Representative,
Jayne Lynch commented "I don't
think it will go through." Lynch
that one of the
be that evening
I only be gjven three
Representative Mike
Morris stated that "almost all
graduate classes are at night."
Martinez remarked that with
the condensing of material covered ir the shortened quarter
"it would be hard enough for day
students...a majority of the instructors are no' for it." Some of
the labs needed tor instruction in
some departments would be so

Stte&e:

Richard Narrigan, chairer of
the Fairborn Chamber of Commerce's Industrial com.nittee.
stated that 675's completion
would cost about 40 million "labor oriented" dollars.
that each payroll

Afttr over two hours of
speeches, three ir
of the SBNA and
of the Ye
Environmental
sion expressed
SBNA trustee Mel
"We're no
literally or figuratively,
[ns saying "Stop the highway, me what may I ' . "
argued that 675
increase local (axes
increased traffic and
wear on feeder roads. "The cars
don't get on the highways by
magic...You shouldn't let local
.fficials sell you a bill of goods,
fhe people who wrote the EIS
don't live there." Lammers went
on to say that, since 1-675 1
take five years to i
upgrading would be I
the interim even if
of the highway resum
Sitting that SBNA
600 families in «r.
community which
cut in half." SBNA
bert Sallec criticized the EIS as
"a rubber-stamp justification of
ao interstate highway.
not even examined ir a cursory
fashion." said Saliee, and added
(continued on page 2)
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C a r t e r asks Covieress to e n d s t u d e n t l o a n s s o o n
C '
loan program be ended, according to the Chronicle cf Higher

BY EDL'ARDO GARCIA
Guardian Staff Writer

Education.
The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare indicated
that if Congress accepted president Carter's recommendations
that the department would spend
nearly S3.3 billion for aid to
college-level students and institutions in the fiscal year beginning October 1
President Carter's largest recommendation in fiscal 1978 is
raise of S472 million to a total of
S2.3 billion for the Basic Opportunity Grant Program. Secretary
of HEW. Joseph A Csiifano. Jr
said that the increase would
allow the maximum grant to go
from S1400 to SI600 a year.
In an apparent response to
pressure from higher education
groups and education leaders in
Congress, also asked for S390
million for the college work-

Last week President Carter
asked congress to appropriate
about SI billion more than former
President Ford recommended for
higher education and health education programs in the coming
fiscal year. But he accepted longstanding recommendations by
the Nixon and Ford Administrations that the direct-student

Fannin Tire
& Battery
Rebuilt Batteries • S10 and up
New Batteries - S26 am! up
Hundreds of new and used
tires.
820 Kauffman A»e
Falrtiorn, Ohio
Phone 879-0477

There IS a difference!!!
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.NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
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.FLEX
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Flexible Programs and Hojrs
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yejis ol e>pe'ien;e anci success Small closes. Volumimus
heme study materials Courses that -ve constants odatpfl Centers
open days .<nd weekends all year Complete tape : lilies tot t-vie»
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Call Toll Free {outside N Y. State) 8G - 221-9040
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Manor Wine Cellar
(Formerly Arrow Wine Under Mew Management)
ImpoHed Bt-prs . . .
Many uncommonly found Imports. Beers l n stock from Germany,
Austria. Japan, England, Australia, Mexico, Philippines, etc. Our
supply has never been larger.

Wines . . .
We are now stocking hard to find California wines, Cay mas, Heltz,
Dry Creek, Sutter Home, Concannon, Callaway, Oakville, Villa Mt.
Eden, Chateau, St. Jean, Veedercrest, Souveraln. etc.

Why not try our imported
Austrian.

German,

run dieK?

English, Swiss, etc.
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study programs for each of the
fiscal years.
President Carter joined the
Ford Administration proposal to
eliminate most appropriations for
the direct student loan program.
Cahfano argued that repayments
by students who have already
received loans would permit new
loans to more than 500.000 students without appropriating new
funds from the federal govern-

BY SUSAN CALLAN
Guardian SiaJf W riter
State Representative Michaei
Stinziano recently introduced an
emergency measure designed to
fully guarantee student loans.
HB 152. to the Ohio House. Only
90 percent of the amount of a
student loan is currently guaranteed.
"Banks would risk nothing."
said Stinziano. He stated that
this bill, if passed, was "expected to cncourage 150 new
lenders" and to re-interest former participants in the loan program.
Another provision of HB 152
would make guaranteed loans
available to out-of-state students.
The Ohio guaranteed loan program woWd "cover every student
who is an Ohio resident attending school anywhere in the country" and "out-of-state students
attending Ohio institutions" if
this bill becomes law. according
to Stin.'iano.
HB 152 will be heard on the
House floor today.
HB 302, a Stinziano-sponsored
bill which would allow Ohio
colleges and universities to establish group lega programs, was
introduced to the House February 22. and remains in the House
Judiciary committee.
"This bill is identical to HB
335 which was passed by the
General Assembly in '76 and
vetoed by Govenor Rhodes."
said Stinziano.
He noted lhat a federal court
in Maryland dtermined that state
law could not prohibit students
from establishing legal aid pro
grams as that would interfere
with their First Amendment
rights.
When asked if he felt Rhodes
would again veto such a bill.
Stinziano replied. "1 don't believe that he will "
HB 5, a bill to establish fee
ceilings at state-supported colleges and universities is currentlv in a subcommittee of the
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House Education committee.
Representative Larry Christman of Dayton, head of the
subcommittee, said the bill was
referred to his group so they
could put it in proper technical
form," clarify the language, and
prepare options.
"The whole question won't be
sent on to the Finance committee
to see if "we heve enough dollars
to do it."
Stinziano said HB 5 needed "to

go to the subcommittee so the
language of legislation could be
checked and freeze legislation
could b-f coordinated with the
House Finance committee.
"A fee freeze without appropriation would be meaningless."
said Stinziano. He said he hoped
the language of HB 5 would be
incorporated into the budget, and
go into effect by Fall Quarter.
A hearing on HB 5 will probablv be held next week.

1-675 is important
(continued from page 1)
that the absence of cost information on the no-build alterna
tive made 'meaningful comparison" impossible.
SBNA president Sharon Bassett attacked the assertion that
speedier traffic flow would cut air
pollution. Citing the California
Air Resource Boatd. Bassctt
:,tatcd that, while pollution decreases as cars' speed rises to
30-40 mph. pollution rises as cars
approach M) mph. Nitrous oxide
.missions at 60 mph. according
to Bassctt, are nine times the
emissions at 20 mph.
Citing the Federal Highway
administration, Bassett argued
that 1-675's completion would not
cut congestion in the long run.
The EIS, according to Bassctt,
estimated noise levels at "16
times greater than federal guidelines". Bassctt also questioned
the predicted economic bcncfus
of completion, saying that residences within half a mile of the
freeway would drop in value.
Bruce Austin, of the Yellow
Springs Environmental Control
commission.
warned.
"We
mustn't blackmail ourselves into
carrying out the plan." Austin
read from a statement by Yellow
Springs Council member Robin
Levitt, in which Levitt, on behalf
of the Council, maintained that
1-675's completion would increase population dispersion.
Levitt predicted that the popu-

lation dispersion would cause
undcruse of urban facilities and
increased use of energy. "1-675
would eliminate the chance of
viable transportation for tite
highwav-affectcd area."
the
statement continued.
Charles Brumowitz, speaking
"as a citizen and an engineer",
stated that at least six houses per
acre were needed to support bus
service, and that more density
way necessary to support mass
transitLevitt's statement maintained
that the freew ay will conflict with
stated community goals, such as
a surrounding green blct and
controlled growth. Austin added.
'Farmland in Yellow Springs is
now priced for development, not
for farming. It is no longer
feasible to buy land and expect to
farm it in the Yellow Springs
area."
Austin concluded' his presentation with. "Had the Yellow
Springs News been contacted
about this meeting, you'd have
had far greater response opposing the highway, and we'd probably have been here till 1 am."
After the meeting. Sallee commented. "I don't think there was
any responsible attempt to hear
all sides. We (SBNA) only heard
about this meeting informally.
It's not the people who are
pushing for 1-675; it's the planners who've invested ten years of
their lives in it."
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ing class families would probably
pr
have to terminate the education
of their children."
Perkins indicated that the Carter dir mistration was violating
a pi -vision of ihe Education
Amen.ia.ents of 1972 that stipulated that certain amounts must
be used for the student loan
programs, if the basic grant program is financed.

House bill to guarantee loans

ftutoftau*

I.KI

ment.
When congressional appropriations committees consider the
HFW budget, a push is expected to restore full appropriations for the direct student loans.
last year the program totaled
$332 million, and Rep Carl D
Perkins, D-Ky. has charged that
eliminating appropriations for
the program would mean that
"'hundreds of thousands of work-

where you choose the g o w n s
you wish to'try on
Select the Gowns for'your whole Bridal
Party and get free Alterations for All

25&-97J#
5526 Burkhardt Avenue
(Corner of Spinning - by Kroger)
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Platoon
Leaders
Class

pic

Pilots

Post-Commission
Training

&

Flight
Officers
Aviation Training
After Banc School, Manr-e pilots and f l i ^ i t officers p n x a a d directly t o Ftensacola. F loridi. and other aviation training centers t o
learn t o fly supersonic jets and the latest l e t p w w r e d heUcpters.
( " l o t training lasts f r o m thirteen t o sixteen months. F l i ^ i t officers.
Wv vital * e c t r c m a and 1 adar specialists in some hisfi performance
Mm ine jets, require e K ^ l months of schooling before t u n i n g a
squacfrori r « r e is irfiere Manne t e a m * * k really comes into play
W»*le tlying an F14 " T o m c a t " o r « " H s r r i e r " or a " C o b r a " , you'll
be suppcxting the same classi.ates y o u studfed w i t h at Quantico,
but you'll k n o w better than any other aviator in i > i v i u t d what It
TOJ t o he a y o u n d o f f n e i who could use a little air s i * i p o r t

9Marine Corps

College Men
„ And The
Corps

HP (Might I n d o c t r i n a t i o n P r o g r a m )
For the PLC aviation n e n c e r n h o has finished all summer trairv
ing. there is a special p r o y a m The Marine Corps vwll pay for civilian flying lessors while you're still in coHeyi.

The Watoon L w l n Class (R_C) is the primary c d l e ^ o i l K M
cormissioning p r o y a m of the Marine Corps. I I is a leadership p r o
•fan, and the positive characteristics developed A i r i n g training as a
candidate will be of value t o y o u t h r o u ^ w i t your career-be i t
civilian or military.
You can (0»n the PLC p r o ^ a m m y u fmshman. sophomore, c
junior year ot college. Training takes place O N L Y I N T H E SUMMER,
freshman and sophomores attend tvno sin-week training courses.
JkKKTS take one t e r v w « k coirse.
One ol the many benefits ot the Ratoon Leatfcrs Class is that your
t o U l t i m i of service is counted f r o m the day y o u are enrolled. This
additional longevity of accrued service time rraans a t x j j e r paycheck
throucfKjut your period of active d u t y . These financial benefits rrwlt i p l y tremendcxaly should you decide t o become a carwr ofticer.
For exanule. begin PLC in your freshman year and y o u ' l l have a
t l r e e year advantage over a senior enrolled in a different officer proy a m I n dollars and cents, this can mean over $2,000 in additional
annual compensation after comrrosioning.
F I N A N C I A L ASSISTANCE
Selected PLC members can receive $100 each month of the
school y e a in exchange for additional active ifcity obligations The
financial assistance is payable for up t o three yearv-or a total ol
$2,700

The

BASI
C
School

The Basic School at Quantico is the seat of h i ^ i e r learning tcr the
newly commissioned Marine officers. New officers will spend six
months teaming the skills required t o become a leader of Marines.
Upon completion of The Basic School, approximately thirty ( »
cent of the yaduates will have their first assignment corrr.landing
Marine rifle platoons. The maiority of officers w i l l go t o other
schools and specialise in such fields as aviation, comcnmications,
supply, computer operations, field artillery or tracked vehicles, t o
n a n * a few.
A l l Basic School students s i i b i n t their preferences lor a military
occupational specialty, and in U r n * u u l ot l u w c«nes Ihey are assigr.
cd then first choice.

occ
Marine Corps .

Officer Candidate Class

'

LAWProgram
The PLC p r 0 9 a m does not preclude y o u f r o m attending law
school a«et receipt of your baccalaureate degree I n tact, there's
a special program that encourages and rewards y o u for i t PLC law.
Assignments are t i n t e d in nurrCer But the Marine Corps needs
the best qualified lawyers t o vmrk as judge advocates 1.1 the challengirxj field of military law.
PLC mBcrtjer. ~ h o are accepted at an accredited law school may
apply Alter college graduation. y t x i are commissioned and deterred
f r o m active duty for the three years you are in law s c t t x * Abanef i t of this p r o ? am is that y o u are promoted o n scherMe v i n t o m
law school. » i d " h e n y o u begin active duty y o u realiie a larger pay
<t» t> treed <r\ length of service and rank. This longevity is cakulated f i o m the date you enter the coltage p r o y a m . Thus a f.-whman
v * o Joins the PLC p r o y a m h a s a three-ye* acVantagc over the per
son l o m m s t t * Officer Candidate Class in his w w x year.
Upon admission t o t h r practice o I law, y o u begin active c*ity at
The Basic School. Oiantica, Virginia. There you acquire the military backyound knovHedje that Is vital in y o i s Mm
as a military
a » - specialist Alter Basic School, y o u c o n p l e t e a military m r t t e
Khool p r o v a m
You gain experience as y o u carry out the duties <* trial and defereecomelir
< " » courtrrertia! c « s . O as a staff legal o f f i c e
you -c-jrsel mHi" jy persomei 0 1 their personal legal p r o b e r s . You
have a vwied m x o l w o r k and cour»l.ng.fror.i courts to contracts,
international and other fiekfe ef law.

Aooroximate Ra!:o ol Marine Officers in Maior
Occupational Fields
,

Wrn&k
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(Opinion
Support 1-675
The GUARDIAN advocates completion of 1-675 to join with
Route 35. As the Dayton Chamber of Commerce pointed out. "the
highway is essential to Wright State's future and Wright State if
essential to Dayton s future.
Accessibility to WSU would undoubtedly be greater with l-675's
completion. This would expand WSU's reach to more remote
areas surrounding Dayton and would make the drive less
frustrating thus allowing students to arrive on time for morning
classes. With such increased input for WSU, the University is
bound to expand creating more Jobs and supplying more cultural
activities in the Dayton area.
With our current economic problem, the currency stimulation
thmugh more construction jobs would be a blessing. The opposing
argument that I-675 will increase wear on "feeder" routes and
therefore increase taxes fo. repair loses impetus when savings
from expedient thoroughfare and increases in road repair jobs are
considered.
Also, the sentiment that air and noise pollution will be increased
with completion of 1-675 is shortsighted when one considers the
strong possibility that electric cars are soon to be perfected which
will cause pollution problems to be a thing of the past.
Most important is the fact that a large portion of taxpayers'
dollars have already been spent for the segments of 1-675 already
completed. The portions in existence will not be used to their full
potential until the entire extension is completed. Problems with
1-675 should have been submitted before they began construction.
Nobody likes a dead-end freeway.
We urge the surrounding communities to support the completion
of 1-675.
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Goldbricks

Born again hippies

Th<* quest for immortality, one
of the last frontiers, is surreptitiously ingrained in our popular
culture and goads us in spite of
the myriad clocks and watches
which surround the western man.
With infinite life -par,-, closer
at hand than ever before, the
endearment cf immortality placebows in the form of mausoleums
is losing its fervor. We are ready
for "the real thing" ready to stay
alive with the Pepsi generation.
Wright State University prides itself on being modern, and
So the Pepsi generation contibeing equipped thusly is a good thing indeed.
nues drinking its high amperage
Hut there is room for improvement, specifically in the keypunch
youthful ambrosia and meanroom at the computer center.
while becomes cngrc.sscd in tho
First, the light in the room is such that the keys of certain
se portions of the media and pop
machines reflect a glare. This eyestrain is unnecessary, and the
religions which reaffirm a safe
situation could be remedied enexpensively.
unending journey through
Second, demand has placed keypunch machine time at a
Wizard doctors, policemen,
premium, and with roughly a third of the machines out of order at
and Bionic Guardian angels deliany time, it is not beyond reason to recommend some additional
ght audiences as they subdue
machine.' in an expanded room.
and demolish criminal diseases,
Students nave been piling up in the center for some time now.
malignant murderc's, and big
with
of them getting headaches from the glare, and something
time villains who threaten a
should be MKM. It may be another expense, hut a school forging
whole society's attempts to perahead in the technical sciences should keep it s computer J'acilities
fection and immortality.
in step with the need.
Perhaps as intimations of immortality from recollections of
early childhood, TV viewers arc
responding overwhelmingly to
"nostalgia" shows such r.&Happy
Days. Fonzie Loves Pinky, and
thomas beyerlein
editor
All In the Family which attempt
lance
goldberg
managing editor
to create the illusion that the
david a yetter. pamela edens.
assistants to the editor
good times are going to ust a
david mcelroy
long time, maybe forever.
linda vrceland
advertising manager
In the area of religion, the
.
spring
white
business manager
most obvious example of immor
judy
Williamson
tality ploys is the "born again
secretary
jimmy grcene
Christian" who has "found it."
artist
paul gardine'.robert marc^m.
!>hiiingraphers
Religious organizations are firichard W allace
ghting to stay alive and one of
susa/1
callan.
robert
co'Uer.
;he best methods U to create a
sta]}
law.-nce cooper, ken dunbar. charles dymond. eluaheth fishman.
revival such as "the born
eduardo garcia. dennis geehan. tim johnson. barbara land, teleia
agains" and a promise to look
mccabe. susan opt. rick scarff. less schroerluke. share- twarek.
after the individual's eternal life
richard vorpe. ron wukeson
hereafter as a reward for 'findproofreader
maty b{o.k
ing it."
typesetters
dee jonea. pattf melnikoff
The born again movement is a
advisor
probers pruett
noble one, urging sinners to
printer.
beavercreck news
realize that to enter the kingdom
the guardian is published twice weekly Ituesdays and thursdays)
of heaven it is more important to
throughout the academic year, complaints ran be fded with the
find salvation! "it") than to find
student publications sub-committee.
the collection plate. But such

By Lance Goldberg
spiritual movements must contend with a new breed thjt has
been lurking in the background,
growing steadily everyday with a
new grip on immortality and
materialism-the born again hippie.

Keypunch in the d a r k

Hlrigtjt Stole (iuarbian

Before continuing further 1
must dispel misconceptions that
the reader may hold regarding
the relation of this topic and its
author. Aside from the voluminous nose standing out in the
above caricature, the next thing
you may notice is the voluminous
amounts of hf.i. piling forth-a
physical attribute often"associated with the old school of hippiedom, and as a fashion, quickly
becoming obsolete. Being an
opportunist. I wear long hair as a
matter of convenience... I can get
away with it since society has
accepted long hair into our culture and it is less expensive and
less time consuming than a
routine haircut. And don't consider my motives entirely selfishthe extra amount of warmth
afforded my ears by tiuse generous locks allows me to keep my
house temperature a degree lower (54 degrees in the nigjit time)
thus saving more energy in these
desperate times for the more
needy. Deep down inside, I'm
"born again."
Rejuvenation and revision are
the most ingrained and consistent characteristics about hip philosophy. Hippies are necessarily
bom again.
One dots no! have to wear
beads and long hai.- to be hip.
That primitive facade was appro-

priate when a revival of man's
animal roots was needed to
reassure us of our organic heritage in a time when man and
machine was becoming less and
less distinguishable. The "born
again hippie," confident in his
biological identity, does not need
such reassurance. He is willing
and able to use machines and
molds them to fit humans. Long
hair and denims of yesterday's
hippies give way to a streamlined
look of the "borr. again hippie"
with insulated, do-anything. goanywhere environmental suits.
The origin of the hippies on
the other hand, goes back ;o
Adam and Eve. From the apple
that Eve bit to the one that fell
on Isaac Newton's head, hippies
have been constantly progressing
in their search for the nouveau
and often meet with social ostracism.
In xeeping with this fine tradition of hip awareness and innovation. it will be the "born again
hippie" who will brave the problems of reality. Instead of hanging on to outmoded values and
fashions as most of those who
call themselves hippies do. the
"born again hippie" will be in
the forefront of experimentation
in a continually new and changing world.
As a group of
hardcore individuals who find
semblance only in their concern
for change, they are guaranteed
immortality through their adaptability. And looking for "the
real thing," the "born again
hippie" will be the first to find
actual immortality and challengethe consequences of a life without end.

l u n Goldberg, the author of
Goldbricks. claims to be the
world's first cosmosexual, can do
yog* and hunker at the same
time, and is managing editor of
the WS Guardian.
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NBC implies th&t violence is minority based

Tn
rhf
7o f/ie

editor:

A recently broadcast NBC television special entitled Violence In
America and tile program's implication that America's racial
minorities, ic ghetto-dwelling
blacks and Puerto Ricans are
responsible for the virulent epidemic of violence sweeping the
country.
While this program presented
segments on different aspects of
violence such as mass murder,
rape and child abuse, the segment supposedly examining the
Roots of Violence In America
dcalth exclusively with crime in
the ghetto, focusing on its visible
manifestations, devoid of any
attempt to examine the very real
underlying causes for the pictured violence. The sum total of the
segments content indicted racial
minorities as being some how
inherently predisposed to violence and advanced the thesis
that ghetto violence has left the
inner cities and is now running
rampant in surburban and rural
areas. Exhibit one (I)
Wc now continue with exhibit

»Min <1\

J.. . A . .
.
two (2) study
after study andI .tons
of testimony before all types of
investigative' committees and
commissions have shown time
and time agaij (sounds like the
proverbial broken record) that
violence and crime are the results primarily from environmental conditions and not hereditary.
But when policy is made to
combat violence the.se types of
studies ore obscured in £ sea of
"law-and-order" rhetorical hysteria.
The program presented a
lengthy segment of the black-onblack violence of Detroit. Detroit
Congressman John Conyers Sr
states, "crimes in the aggregate
is more fundamentally the product of desperation brought "on
by joblessness, poverty and community disintegration." The
Congressman said the questions
<f reducing the crime rate is one
of reordering priorities so crime
is not a built-in part of the
system.
America's spending priorities
arc all out of whack. In 1975 85.3
billion dollars w«s spent on

j„r
•_
L
r ,
defense.
In 1973 .the
federal.
government spent $2,?94 million
on law enforcement, while it
expended only $873.5 on ^irban
renewal. Congressman Conyers
continued, "instead of taking the
initiative
and
redistributing
wealth in a fair fashion, we arrest
those who make the effort on
their o*n and put them in
prison-even though our experience of the past decade indicates
that stricter law enforcement has
little effect on the crime rate"
(Capital punishment, mandatory
and minimum sentencing satisfy
the appetite of some for revenge
but do little else.)"
Tony Austin, a Phiiadclphian
who now heads the National
Student Coalition against racism,
observed, "the questions boils
down to the roots of crimes; the
poverty and the unemployment.
Nobody, not the iudges or the
elected officials, deal with the
causes of crime." Austin said the
emphasis on hard-line law enforcement is an excuse for not
solving the "real problems of
crime."
It is all to fashioiiable to

Students

oppose

short qiuirtcr

The Wright Stale Raiders made their last home game one of*
I their best Wednesday when they beat the University of Akron
| 93-79. For morn details, see the story on page S.

(continued from page i )
Caucus "is the biggest joke of an
organization that exists." ar.d
that any incentive for students to
involve themselves in student
government has merit, "It would
be symbolic, if nothing else."
said Morris.
Caucus Chairer Ed Silver indicated that if Caucus wanted to
replace
the
temporarily-appointed Dan Strawn as Budge'
Board member action should be
taken before April 1. the last day
that organizations can submit
allotment requests to the board.
Strawn resigned from Budget
Board recently at Caucus" request lest his duties as Inter Club
Council Chairer create a conflict
of interests.
"1 don't sei any hurry to
replace Dan," said Morris. "I
was more worried about precedent for the future." Nc! Martinez. who noted that precedent
had been set in a recent constitutional ammendmcnt that prohibit
any club officer from serving on
Budget Board, said that Strawn
is "well informed (and) pretty
rational."
"I'm sure (Strawn) would step
down if he felt he were...in a
conflict of interests." said Martinez.
While "not much'morc had
been done in the Constitutional
Review Committee. Martinez
said that if Caucus wanted another student chair on the Academic Council they "had better
get started doing it."
"There arc a lot of people
af-ainst Academic Council Expansion."
observed
Lynch.
"They feel it's too big already."
Lynch was unanimously appointed as » permanent member
to the UCB Committee. Lynch
explained that the Committee
appoints a UCB Chairer and
students to be in charge of the
different areas (film series, concerts, etcetera>. Lynch's appointment will in no way influence the
present "financial disaster."
noted Lynch.

. .

*

,

continue blaming the victims for
their victimization. While not
rationalizing violence, it is ludicrous to expect that years of
living in a city's worst housing
section, enduring the worst of
municipal services and facing the
least prospects for hope, that a
people (any people) will not vent
the imposed frustration.
The rulers of America have
actively engaged in the ghettoization of its racial minorities, (so
called.) Violence in the suburbs
and rural areas is not an osmotic
cffect of the ghetto.
Until blacks take a more vigilant posture in combating thi
crime in our own communities,
these communities will be open
to more police invasion, vulnerable to the phony promises of
politicans and ripe for biased
journalistic exploitation.
Bill Cherry
Social Work student
Wright State University
To the editor:
The high-point in President
Carter's Inaugural address is, as
1 see it. this centrally located
paragraph:
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"Our nation can be strong only
if it is strong at home, and we
know thav the best way to enhance freedom In other lands is
to demonstrate here that our
democratic system is worthy of
emulation."
Because centrally located in
the text, only when read out-ofcontext docs its meaning, its importance become clear. At the
time of this nation's beginning
200 years ago-people then had a
very limited supply of material
thing*. But they produced two
of '.he great documents on human
liberty; documents which made
this nation eminent. As the years
passed, the 'people in other
lands' grew to see and appreciate-then chose to emulate, those
characteristics which th»* nation's
people demonstrated;
those, worthy of their emulation.
Human values -200 years ago.
people of the world had a «ery
limited supply of those 'material
things' which we so highly value
today. / urge that we re evaluate
our priorities. Some of "the old
dream " wc might well recover.
S Beatv Tanner

Food Co-op h o u r s in Allyn hal!
The Wright State Food Coop will be taking orders at a
table outside the student lounge in Allyn Hall every other
Tuesday from 11 am to I pm.
This, is being done on the days

following regular co-op meetings as an addid convenience
The next Food Co-op meeting w ill be held in riH>m 045 in
the University Center from 4 p
pm to 5:30 pm March 7.

campus IjatipentngB
tuesday. march I
baptist student union bible study--II-12:00 am, 128 millett topic:
"we are the salt of the earth." taught by mike tutterow.
Wednesday, march 2
baptist student union bible s/i«/>'--2-3:00 pm. creative arts balcony,
topic: "we are the salt of the earth." taught by greg davis.

Wednesday, march 2
dept of music recital- 3:10 and 8 pm. concert hall, student recital.
thursday. march .?
liberal arts lecture series-HM
am. 329 millett. speakcr--dr tsing
yuan, topic: "japan's industrialization: miracle or manipulation?"
monday. march 7
baptist student union bible study-1-2:00
"security." taught bv scott Stanley.

pm. 322 allyn. topic:

'uesday. march tl
liberal arts lectu/e series-1 pm, 270 millett. spcafcer--dr lawrence
cross, topic: "family and religion, institutional symbiosis."
tvesday, march H
baptist student union bible study- 11 -12:00 am, 128 Millett. topic:
"security." taught by mike tutterow
thursday. march 10
summer job-finding workshop(1ree)-'.-2 pm. 128 rsiillett. topic:
"how to find a summer job and how to make th«- most of it.
monday, march 14
intensive job hunting workshop, session ! (freeJ-9 am-12 noon, for
seniors and alumni who want to polish their job-finding strategics,
to sign up. contact career planning A placement (873-2556), i34
oelttian hall.
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Scholarship Deadline
Wright Stale's academic
scholarship deadline for 1977TH. applications has been extended to March 4 for new
students and March 11 for
continuing students, due to
weather.
Requirements for scholarships arc as follows: 3.25 avg
for new students. 3.4 avg for
continuing students, transfer
and graduate.
Announcements of winners
will be around April tl for
new students, and around
May i for continuing. Contact
financial aid at 873-237.1.
Political Science Club
A meeting of the Political
Science club will be held
March 2 from 2-3:30 in rm 125
Millett. Elections will be held
and future activities discussed. Refreshments will be served. All interested students
arc welcome.
The Firebugs
The fourth offering of
Wright State University's
1976-77 theatre season will be
Ma* Frisch's The Firebugs.
opening on Thursday. February 25. The play will run
through March 6 with curtain
times at 8 pm on Thursdays
and Sundays and 8:30 pm on
Fridays and Saturdays.
Ticket prices arc S3 for
general admission and $2 for
students and senior citizens.
For ticket information, call the
Wright State theatre bo* office at: 873-2500.
Allied Health S c h o l a r s h i p s

lhe Montgomery County
Medical Society Auxiliary is
offering scholarships for the
1977-78 academic year to students who arc residents of
Montgomery County or any
contiguous county. Applicants
must be undergraduate students who intend to be in
allied health services. Applications may be retained from
the Office of Financial Aid.
152 Allyn Hall. The deadline
dale is March IS. 1977.
SAM Meeting
Society for the Advancement of Matisg«msnt will be
holding a meeting March 7 at
2 pm in room 347 Allyfl. Guest
speaker will be a Winders
Bank Representative All art
welcome to attend.
Technical Rock Climbing
A program on Technical
Rock Climbing will be presented by Richard Woodford.
Wednesday. March 9 at 7:30
pm in Rm 109 of O'Reilly Hall
on the University of Dayton
campus. The talk is sponsored
by the Miami Valley Council
of American Youth Hostels
is open to the public.
Summer Jobs
Have you started thinking
a by ut what you want to do
this summer? You should
start now by attending the
FREE "Summer Job" workshop offered by Career Plan
ning and Placement. Topics to
be discussed include: how to
get a summer job. where to
look, what to consider, how to
make the most of any summer
job. The workshop will be
held Thursday. March 10 at I
pm in 126 Mlileti.

Open-Mike Night
Group B of Communication
141 is having an Open-Mike
Night. Saturday March 5 in
the Rathskellar at 8 pm. If you
have some talent, come on
and join the fun. For information call Kenny 873-2086.
Antioch Area Theatre
The. Antioch Area Theatre
will present Paul Zlndel's award winning piay, The Effect
of Gamma Rays on lhe Manin-the-Moon Marigolds Fridays through Sundays. March
4-6 and 11-13 at 8:30 p.ci.
For ticket information and reservations call 864-1416 or
767-7331 ext 285. Prices are
$2.50 general ?dmissiin and
$1.50 for students and senior
citizens. Grcup rates are avsilable for ten persons or
more.
In Concert

Gil Scott-Heron, Brian Jackson and the Midnight Band
will perform in corcert Wednesday. March 2 at Antioch
College. Yellow Springs. The
concert will begin at 8 pm in
Kelly Hall in Antioch's Main
building. Tickets arc on saie
at all three Goldenrod stores.
Dinglcberry's. the .Rock in
Dayton and Springfield, the
Modern Times Bookstore.
Wright State University Center. Central State University
Bookstore, and Record and
Fresh Vegetables in Yellow
Springs. For information call
767-7331 ext 370 or 600. All
tickets are $5.50 and there arc
no reserved scats.
Job Interviews
Seniors, graduate students
and alumni are eligible to
participate in the on-campus
interviewing program spon
sored by Career Planning and
Placement. Upcoming interviews include:
Wed. Mar 2-Prudential In
surance Co (sales). Bowling
Green State University. Graduate Business Programs (grad
assistantships); Thurs, Mar 3
Roadway Express (management. sales). Garfield Heights
Schools (teaching). Orient
State Institute (nursing).
Fri. Mar 4-Piqua City
Schools (teaching), The Miami
Valley School
(teaching);
Mon. Mar 7-Southland Corp
(management); Tues. Mar t Tcchnology, Inc (er.gineerirg.
physics, computer sci), Ross
County Schools (teaching).
Wed.
Mar
9-Clermont
County Schools (teaching).
State Life Insurance Co
(sales); Comptek Research
(engineering, computer sci).
Fri. Mar 11-NCR Corp
(marketing, accounting, finance).
To register or obtain more
information about your career
options, call Career Planning
and Placement (873-2556) or
* >p in 134 Oclman Hall.
Never Toe laite
Fairborn Playhouse is presenting Never Too Late as its
fourth production of the season. This frothy comedy opens
Friday. March •». and will continue on "March 5. 11. 12. 17.
ana 18. Performances begin at
8:30 pm. Box office "rices:
Students & Senior Citizens S2.
Adults $3. Reservation num.ber: 878-1651.

ICC Meeting
T/iere will be an important
In.er Club Council meeting on
Wednesday. March 2. aJ 3:10
pm. The meeting will be held
in room 155B in the University
Center. Every dub is invited
to atterd.
Vanity Golf
Any full-time, undergraduate student interested in trying out for the Wright Scate
University golf team should
contact the sthletic office in
the PE Building (ext 2771) or
call Coach Chuck Licher in the
evening at 878-6730.
Honor* Course! Proposal*!
The
University
Honor'
Committee will continue to
consider proposals for Honors
Courses for 1977-78 until
Tuesday. March 8. Faculty
members or students may
submit them to the Honors
Program Office. 163 Millett.

£feui0
No.rs!ng Scholarship
The US Public Health Service has established a nationwide scholarship progjarr. for
nursing studets who wili be
seniors during 1977-78. The
scholarship will cover full
fees, plus $750 per month for
living expenses. Recipients
will be obligated to serve in
the US Pulbic Health Service
for 2 years after graduation.
Additional information can be
obtained from the Office of
Financial Aid, 152 Allyn Hall.
WWSU Applications
WWSU is now accepting
applications for DJ's and
news personnel to read the
news on the air. Please apply
at 044 University Center, ex.'
2000.
Plvcrmacy Spokesman
John Kennedy, from the
Ohio State University College
of Pharmacy, will be available
to talk to students interested
in pharmacy on Wednesday.
March 2. room 337 Allyi?.
From 11 am to 3 pm. For
more information, contact Robert Wood, ext 3181.
Accounting Club meeting
On Wed, Mar 2. the Ac
counting ciu!) will hold a
meeting in room 346 Allyn at
2:15 pm. Topic of the meeting
will be Grad School, is it for
me?. Bob Wood, assistant of
WSU grad school and the
manager of a licensed employment agency will explain the
benefits of education beyond
the BS. Refreshments will be
served and everyone is welcome io come.
Delta Kappa Gamma
Scholarship
Full time education majors
wljo are residents of Ohio maybe eligible to apply for a Deiu
Kappa Gamma Scholarship
for 1977-78. Applicants must
have had junior status as of
September. 1976. and must
have a financial need. Interested students should contact
the Office of Financial Aid.
152 Allyn Hail. The scholarship deadline is April t . 1977.

Nutrition Week
The Fifth Annual National
Nutrition Week sponsored by
the Dayton Dietetic Association and Sinclair Community
College will be observed the
week of March 6. Nearly 20
area health agencies are preparing community oriented
events on Nutrition: Food
Way to Fun and Fitness. All
interested persons are invited
to participate in the scheduled
events.
On March 7, Dr Richard C
Bozian. Director of the Nutrition Department at the University of Cincinnati College
of Medicine, and Dr Winton H
Beavtn, Dean of the Kettering College of Medical Arts,
will conduct an open forum at
the Kettering Medical Center
Auditorium at 9 am on the
Problems of Excess in Alcoholism and Obesity. There is a
$4 registration fee.
For the Sake of Your Shape
is the theme for professionals
in the health field who will be
demonstrating their services
at Sinclair Community College
on Tuesday. March 8 from
noon to 7 pm and on Wednesday. March 9 from 10 am
to 3 p.n. Each wil' demonstrate and show films on their
services in various health
areas including weight control. exercise programs, and
foot, programs.
At noon on March 8. the
YMCA will present Aerobic
Dancing and at 3:30 pm Dr
Boyce of the University of
Dayton will demonstrate a
Make Your Own Exercise fro
gram. At 10 am on March 9.
Slim Chance, a weight control
program, will be conducted by
representatives of .he Kettering Medical Center. There
is t admission charge.
For additional information
call Betty Dykes at 226-2827
or 878-2327 or Ginny Eichel at
299-7204.
Summer Work-Study
Deadlines for applications
for College Work-Study Employment for the Summer arc:
The Financial Aid Form
(FAF). which will be utilitized
to determine eligibility for
College Work-Study funding,
must be submitted to the
College Scholarship Service
no later than April 1. 1977.
The 1977-78 Wright State
University Financial Aid Application must be submitted to
the Financial Aid office no
later than April I, 1977.
Both forms may be obtained
from the Office of Financial
Aid. 152 Allyn Hall.
International Scholarships
lhe deadline for applications for International Scholarships has been extended to
March 31. 1977. Two scholarships in the amount of $665
each will be awarded for study
abroad during the 1977-78
academic year. Applicants
must have sophomore, junior,
or senior standing and a 3.4
cumulative average.
Applications may be obtained from Mrs Mija Racevskis,
Coordinator of International
Programs, 337 Allyn. and
should be ubmitted to the
Coordinator of Scholarships ia
Ih^ Office of Financial Aid by
5 pm on March 31, 1977.

Graduate A aah tantnhfra
'Applications for Graduate
\ssistantship, tor the College
of Education for the Academic Year 1977-78 are now
available.
Applications may be obtained from Room 320 Millett
Hall. Deadline ' - applying-is
March 25. 1977.
Phi Eta Tan
Phi Eta Tau Honor Society
will hold the remaining meeting^ of winter quarter on
Thursdays: Feb 24. March 10
and 24. The meetings will be
at 7 pm in 175 Millett. 1"
the meeting days and times
have not been convenient this
quarter, the suggestions for
changes are welcome! The
club is planning to attend the
April 29 Red's game, any
member
definitely
going
should leave a note in mailbox
F.47.
Resident Assistant
Application*
, Applications for resident assistant positions for the coming academic year arc now
available in the office of the
Dean of Students, 111 Millett.
and the Residence Hall office.
102 Residence Hall.
Applicants are required to
be Wright State University
students who have completed
at least 30 quarter hours by
the end of this winter quarter
and have a 2.5 accumulative
gpa. Living experience in a
college/university Residence
Hall is highly desirable.
It is anticipated that there
will be four women's and two
men's positions available for
the coming year.
Deadline for submitting applications is March 30. 1976.
Applications should be returned to 111 Millett Hall.
Intensive Job Hunting
Career Planning & Placement is offering a three-ses
"ion workshop. "Intensive Job
Hunting." The sessions will
be held March 14, 16, and 18
from 9 am to 12 noon. This
workshop is aimed at alumni
and seniors who are encountering difficulties in their job
search and sr.ek intensive assistance in polishing their job
strategies.
To sign up for this FREE
workshop, contact Career
Planning & Placement (8732556), 134 Oelman Hall.
Anthropology Grants
Attention: ail anthropology
majors: There are a number pf
grants and fellowships available through your Anthropology department. If interested
please contact your department secretary.
Theta Delta Phi
Theta Delta Phi Fraternity
who brought you LAGNAF.
The Rites of Spring, and the
Pure j*raire League Concert,
is in need of men interested in
joining a gro-ip that actually
"docs something" for the
WSU community. Any and all
r.ien interested are welcome.
If interested, contact the Fra-'
ternhy house, phone 228-2909
or leave name, telephone, and
mailbox number in the Deen
of Students office or in mailbox H52I.
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Survey shows students want better jobs; lives
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Staff Writer
Potential Wright State students are no longer asking the
usual questions about what types
of students arc on campus, types
of programs etc. but are becjming more interested in the
type'of campus buildings available for their use.
Ken Davenport, associate director of admissions visitation,
said potential students are interested in the programs and
faculty but the students also
"want to see pictures of the
campus. When we take them on
tours of the facilities, they want
to know what's in the buildings,
and how they can use them."
Davenport also indicated another predominant trend is more
and more students arc attending
college in hopes of getting a
better job. "Back in the late sixties and early seventies, students
attended to become better cultured individuals and to meet
new and interesting people." he
said.
Davenport feels students are

more "pragmatic about what about more things whereas 71
they are doing." "Career educa- percent felt college would heip
tion is being heavily stressed in them get a better job. Only 2.6
high school. Many kids feel that percent went because they had
when they graduate, if they nothing better to do.
haven't chosen a career yet. they
The main reason given for searc wasting their lives."
lecting the college the student
Recently, the Chronicle of did was a good academic repuHigher Education (January 1977) tation. 20.9 percent indicated
published it's 1976-77 results of they probably will major in busian annual survey of the charac- ness.
teristics and attitudes of freshOnly iO percent of the students
men (based on responses from claim no religious preference, the
215.890 students from 39.1 col- majority being Roman Catholic
leges and universities).
(35.S percent) and Baptist (12.6
Davenport remarked, "As we percent).
see it from our point of view, the
On attitude, students tend to
students we talk to tend to reflect rate themselves as "middle-ofthe results of the survey."
the-road" politically. The majorAccording to the survey, the
ity of the students feel the govaverage incoming freshman was ernment isn't controlling pollu18 years old. white/caucasion. tion or protecting the consumer.
graduated from high school in
19.5 percent of the incoming
1976 with a B average, and is not
freshmen fee! women's activities
married.
are best confined to the home.
72.9 percent of the students
Only 42.9 percent feel couples
decided to attend college to learn
should live together before mar-

riage and 32.5 percent feel its
alright for people who like each
other to have sex.
Concerning college issues, students agreed that: College has
the right to regulate off campus
behavior-14 percent, students appreciate college more if they pay
more-47.4 percent.
students
should help evaluate the faculty71.4 percent, college grades
should be abolished-21 percent.
-emphasize organized sports-

26.8 percent and student publications should be regulated-34
percent.
The objective considered to be
the most important or essential
by the students was that of becoming an authority in his field.
Following that objective is helping others who arc in difficulty
and developing a philosophy of
life. The least important objective was achievement in a performing art.

Need a friend?

223-3446
free pregnancy tests

confidential care

PA aids
in .
evacuation
BY PAMELA EDENS
Assistant lo the Editor
Tornado season is not far off.
and the University Library has
prepared for emergency evacuations with the installation of a
public address system.
Presently operating on the
second, third, and fourth floors
of the library, the system was
installed during the Christmas
break. Sue Campbell, assistant to
the dean, said that the system is
"not completely finished" and it
will be expanded to the "basement and corner rooms (such as
microforms and IMS) during
spring break."
Total cost of the system (which
was funded out of the library
budget) was a "little over
S3000." Campbell added that the
.system was bought in pieces and
that the library has returned
some of them, and is waiting on
new ones to arrive.
Campbell noted that the library was supposed to have a PA
system built in when the building
was constructed, but for some
reason, didn't.
Besides beir.g used for emergency situations, the PA system
is used "eve.7 night to close the
library, instead of people going
from floor to floor " Campbell
added that the system will be
used to page people only in cases
of "dive emergency."
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston. Mass. 02110

NUCLEAR PROPULSION
THE FASTEST WAY UP IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
If you w a n t t o get i n t o nuclear
engineering, s t a r t b y g e t t i n g i n t o
the Nuciear Navy.
T h e N a v y o p e r a t e s more t h a n
half t h e r e a c t o r s in America. S o
our nuclear t r a i n i n g is t h e m o s t
c o m p r e h e n s i v e you c a n get. You
s t a r t by e a r n i n g y o u r commission
a s a N a v y Officer. T h e n we give
y o u a y e a r of a d v a n c e d nuclear
technology, t r a i n i n g t h a t would

cost y o u t h o u s a n d s if y o u could
jjet it in g r a d u a t e school. D u r i n g
y o u r career, you'll get practical,
h a n d s - o n e x p e r i e n c e w i t h our
n u c l e a r p o w e r e d fleet. M a y b e
y o u 11 work on a nuclear s u b m a rine, m a y b e a n u c l e a r cruiser. B u t
w h e r e v e r y o u work you'll really
get t o p r o v e y o u r worth—as a
young N u c l e a r P r o p u l s i o n Officer
entrusted with the most advanced

technical e q u i p m e n t k n o w n t o m a n .
If t h a t s o u n d s like t h e k i n d of
responsibility y o u ' r e looking for,
speak t o your Navy recruiter. H e
c a n tell y o u if y o u q u a l i f y a s a
N u c l e a r P r o p u l s i o n Officer
C a n d i d a t e . O r call toll f r e e 8 0 0 - 8 4 1 8 0 0 0 . ( I n Georgia, 800-342-5355.)
Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Officer. S o m e m e n w a i t for t h e
f u t u r e . H e lives it now.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Raiders' last game proves victorious over Zips 9 3 - 7 9
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer
Wednesday night Wright State
University's basketball team
made their last home game of the
season one of their best, and put
a halt to the University of
Akron's tournament hopes at the
same time with a 93-79 win.
With Bob Cook and Alan
McGee leading the way, the
Raiders jumped out to a 12-6 lead
before the Zips came back to tie
it up at 12 all with 12:00 to go in
the half. Raider coach Marcus
Jackson was called for a technical
foul at this point for arguing that
goal tending should have been
called on a Cook shot, but John
Harrison missed both free throws
for the Zips.
Curt Shellabarger, playing his
last home game for the Raiders,
went to work with the game tied
and score all five of his firsc half
points to give the Raiders a 17-12
lead.

With Harrison and John BritIon continuing to do all of the
scoring for the Zips, Akron came
back to within one before Bob
Schaeffer and Dan Huguelv took
over for the Raiders and scored
all but two of their baskets to
give WSU a 35-27 lead at the
half.
The second half was a demonstration of excellent basketball
as everyone on the floor for the
R?id-rs showed a lot of hustle
and heads up play. In one
sequence of action. Cook made a
diving save to Shellabarger. who
shot the ball but missed. He ran
the ball down in the corner and
flipped it out to the circle where
Joe Fitzpatrick kept it away from
three Akron players until Schaeffer could grab it for another shot.
Schaeffer was fouled on the
shot, which he missed, but made
both free throws for two hard
earned points that four Raiders
had a share in producing.
Akron tried a press early in the

second half but abandoned
when the result was a lot of easy
baskets for the Raiders. Later in
the game when the Zips tried to
press again, after making adjustments to shut off the easy
baskets. Alan McGee and Bill
Wilson would dribble through
with little effort
Jackson said "We were glad
that Akron stayed in the press as
long as they did. We felt that
once we got by their first line we
could go to the basket for easy
shots."
The Raiders effort featured
balance in 11th -coring and rebounding. Four players scored in
double figures led by Schaeffer
with 24. close behind was Cook
with 22, then Shellabarger with
14 and Huguely with 12. Cook
was the leading re bounder with
eight then Schaeffer with seven.
Huguely,
Shellabarger,
and
McGee had Six each.
Akron was led by Britton with
18 points and Harrison with 17.

Chuck Booms came off the bench
to score 15 second half points for
the Zips. Lou Hardy was Akron's
leading rebounder with 11.
WSU sports information director Dave Stahl reports that Harrison was possibly ineligible and
Akron may have to forfeit an
earlier win over the Raiders.

Ivan sets school record
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sport* Writer

Wright State men's swimming
team succumbed University of
Akron Saturday 60-17. taking ten
out of thirteen events. Earlier in
the day, the women's team
suffered their third defeat in the
season when Miami University
topped them 54-76.
Carol Ivan set a school record
in the 500 yard freestyle with a
time of 5:42.18 which also got
her second place in the event.
Ivan also placed first for WSU in

university
food
services
For Week of February 28
Kalhskcllar
Tucsd.ix (II

The game marked the last
home appearance for seniors
Shellabarger and Neil Reif. Ken
Millison, who missed the season
due to knee injuries, was also
honored at halftime ceremonies.
Also honored at haiftime by
the WSU Alumni Association
(continued on page 10)
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I H O T aco »
Includes $.50 Beverage
SI. 10

University Center
Wcdnesdav {11-<:30 & 4.30-6)
Stacked Hani Sandwich
l-arge Soda
$1.40

Crock Pnt

Thursday (11 - Cleslng)

Smal! Fries Free
W. Purchase of Large Coke
$.50

Allvn Hall
Friday (10,30 - 1:30)

the 50 yard backstroke.
Barbara Wood row continued
WSU's performance by taking
first and second in the 200 yard
backstroke and the 200 yard
individual medley, respectively.
Diver Patti Williams, as could
be expected, claimed first place
in both the one and three meter
diving. She, a Ion;, with Ivan and
Woodrow, are the only members
of the women's team yet qualified for the upcoming National
Championships.
Other high scorers for the
team include Barb Titsch-first in
the 200 yard brcaststroke. and in
the 50 yard brcaststroke, and
Maria Miniaci and Theresa Hamlin, placing second in the 50 yard
freestyle and the 200 yard breaststroke. respectively.
Coach Lee Dexter said he was
"a little disappointed with the
women's performance."
"Wc were hoping to qualify a
few more of our women for the
nationals." he explained. "We
have until midnight (Thursday)
to qualify so right now we are
holiding lime trials. WE have
two more wc think can make i!."
This was the women's last dual
meet of the season, leaving them
with a record of 6-3-1 for the
season.
The men's swimming team
oosed out their season with a
final record-of 5-2. Dexter seemed pleased with their season
commenting. "It's the first winning season we've had."
Larry Meseher. Doug Moyse,
and Bob Yanecek, led the winning team, each swimming away
with two events each. Meseher
taking the 200 yard individual
medley, and the 200 yard breaststroke. Moyse placing first in the
500 and 1000 yard freestyle, and
Yanacek taking the 100 and 200
freestyle.
Adding points were Rich tober
placing first and second in the 50
yard freestyle and 103 yard
freestyle. Tom Dries in first place
in the 200 yard backstroke and
Dave Kuhlmau capturing second
in the 500 and 1000 yard freestyle.
Diver John Yinger chipped in
by placing second in both the one
meter and three meter diving.
The men's swimming team will
be heading off Thursday to
Cleveland to compete in the
Penn-Ohio Conference Championships. Coach Dexter is "looking for them to do really well."
He feels the team "should be
in contention with the top
three."

FOLLOWERS'
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Old people are still learning and still interested
BY KEN DIINBAS
Guardian Stall Writer

reaction to old age.
She went on to say that one
percent of the aged becomc
Misconceptions
about
the senile. "These are the people
aged: they all grew senile, they who were probably not mentally
a r e isolated and wish they were
alert earlier in their life." She
young.
also added that if a person is
"They really don't want to be wise in old age, he or she was
young and beautiful. Most have a probable always sensitive and
good self-image...if they live to inquisitive. Personality stay, esbe 80 they must have done
sentially the same, sht explainsomething right." explained Bar
ed.
"oara Syzek, former faculty mem"A lot of them are suil learnber in the school of nursit.g.
ing. still interested in what is
Syzek recently presented this going on around them," she
point of view at the symposium.
noted.
Norma! Aging Creative Interven"Old people are not afraid to
tion Origin. She contends thai
Utc. They look at death cs one
the aged must be looked at on more state; tha.'s all. They may
physiological, psychological, and be afraid of the process, but not
social and spiritual levels in
order to prescribe care and treatment.
"We all become slower, we all
forget things--this is normal-our
physical capacities become limite d . " she noted, but emphasized
the fact that senility is not
inevitable; that it is not a normal

afraid of death. It is the young
people who arc afraid of death—
no! old.
"Old peoples' funerals aie not
always a sad affair," she explained.
Syzek also noted that if life
"becomes intolerant, or if one is
crippled with arthritise. and
wants to be Veft to die. then
forget the therapy and allow
him to die with human dignity."
On the psychological level, she
added that old people who have
personal problems should be
given- treatment. "Of course,
why net? They have different
kinds of problems; they have had
many losses.- spouses and close
friends dying." she noted.

Syzek added that sometimes
the limited movement that comes
with age also causes emotional
problems.
She explained that we o-.'y
notice people art old when they
become incapcitated; Then we

assume that all the agcu are like
this.
"Most old people arc normal,
happy, healthy and living successfully in the community, not
neglected, not isolated." she
commented.

For plasma d o n a t i o n s .

p plasma alliance
Open Daily " t u n 4 Evenings
I6S E Helena
234-1973

Save $10.00 to $59.90 if you act now.

If youVe been thinking about
getting a programmable,
Texas Instruments has a
special offer for you

Losses for
the ladies
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sport* Writer
The Wright State University
women's basketball team ran
into a couple of teams from
schools that are promoting their
women's teams for big time
athletics as well as their men.
and the Raiders came out on the
losing end both times in spite of
the fact that they played good
basketball.
Miami showed up at the Physical Education building Thursday
with enough players, coaches,
anc* statisticians to start their
owtj tournament, but were content to substitute several rested
players every four or five minutes to wear down the smaller
Raiders on their way to a 75-45
win.
While they may have been out
womanned, they weren't outclasses as WSU's women kept
hustling all the way: especially
forward Cindy Mercer, who put
some moves on the Miami defenders that left them waving at
air as she scored enough baskets
to end up tied as the games high
scorer with 17 points to go with
her eight rebounds. Sarah Butler
threw in ten points for the
Raiders.
Miami's scoring was well balanced as might be expected with
their multipe substitution, and
was led by 6'3" center Cathy
Johnson's 17 points that tied
Mercer as the games high scorer.
Anita Quinton added 16 points,
and Sheila Salyer and Mary Kay
Reeves had 11 each for Miami.
Saturday was more of the some
as Ohio Northern University
cav e to WSU with more size and
more bodies than the Raiders
and just wore them down en
route to a 73-33 triumph.
Polly Wilkes was the games
high scorer for ONU with 17
points while Linda Maurer added
11 and Maggie Williams ten.
Mercer led the Raiders with
nine points. Pam Jones had eight
points and ten rebounds, and
Cathy McKlosky had ten rebounds.

NOW

Choose
two

SR-52 $249.95* (New low price)

SR-56 $109.95*

if you want the computer-like powei of a card programmable then choose this one.
Techniques like optimization, iteration, data reduction. what-if matrices, mathematical modeling, need
not tie up your mind - o r your time.
But learning to use it is a hassle, you say Not true
Prerecorded programs are gathered into software
libraries: Electrical Engineering. Math. Statistics
Finance. All you need do is load a mag card, press a
few keys and you'll get answers that previously
required a computer.
You can make your own programs just as easily
In just a couple of hours you'll begin to
prove what a powerful asset you h a v e right at your fingertips.
And there's not a better time to get an
SR-52 than right now.

if you want an incredible siide rule calculator that's
also programmable, then this is the one for you.
There'ro 74 preprogrammed functions and operations And it has AOS. Ti's unique algebraic operating
system, the underlying reason an SR-56 is so powerful It'll let you handle problems with as many as
9 sets of parentheses Talk about memory An SR-56
has 10 (11 it you count the T-register.) And you can do
arithmetic with all of them.
Chances are you'll soon discover how really easy
it is to program An SR-56 has 1C0 steps Six logical
decision functions Four levels of subroutines Decrement and skip on zero Compare a test register
with the display to make a conditional branch. And
this is just the beginning.
Think about it. Can you really afford to put off getting your SR-56. now?
T<,I< incnumenU *M relate S10 00 of youf onjmat SR56 purchase p r « otiw
you (11 return tn.s complied coupon mcludin# sen*
completed SR 56 customei information can) ipaiked m &oxt awl
Olpraofolyou.purchase.verifyingpurchasehetmeenJen IanCMarch3 1977

|
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fiectncal Fng-neenoo Statistics Math
tftooseany Mraartl HI ietum
j pis completed coupon including serai -umbe' Wis Tin \2\ you' completed
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o' prool o' your puthast *erifymQ purchase between Jin 20 and Marti 3' 1977

, SR 56 Rebate Otter
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Television t r e n d : h u m a n s still social a n i m a l s

BY ROBERT M ARCI M
Guardian feature Writer
Tom Snyder's guests on Tomorrow, Monday. February 14.
were interesting to say the least.
He began with a man who has
raised a South American wooly
monkey as a human child, anci
followed with an inventor and his
remote-controlled robot. The secdnd half featured two men
who'd made a bundle marketing
Pyramid Power and a woman
who made a li.ing imitating a

Congratulations To:

Josie Olsvig
The New President
of Zeta Alpha!
Happy B-Day - Terri

mannequin.
Let's extrapolate into the future from these facts. Assuming
them to be the foundations fro a
whole series of trends in our
culture, what would the future
look like?
I.et us look at the medium
through which these trends are
brought to us-telcvision. At this
point the entire mass communication industry is about to undergo a technological revolution.
This is being brought about
through the development of "fiber optics." Laser beams transmit messages through glass fibers to receivers in the home or
office. This method can transmit
over 100 times as many messages as conventions' cable, at a
fraction of the si/.e, weight, and
materials cost. It can carry pictures. sound, printouts, and conversations.
Technicians are visualizing
home communication centers
that can be used as a picture-

WSU Karate Club
Hosts the

2nd Annual
Genwakai Karate Tournament
Sunday, March 6

From i to 6 pm

FE Building Auxiliary Gym
Admission $.50

phone. television, movie screen,
library, videotape recorder, news
and information service, catalog
shoppers, and computer. Thcre'd
never be any reason to leave
home, except one-society.
We are still social animals, and
would need to gci together.
Night life will probably continue
as usual. Styles of clothing.

advanced model, one which will
be powered by the electrical
waves of the inventor's brain. He
expects to have it completed
soon.
As technology gradually relieves us of more and more of our
accustomed tasks, the behavioral
sciences are going to have to get
their collective ass in gear to
provide us with alternatives.
As our leisure time and intelligence increases, so will our

best you can get
speech and entertainment will
certainly change, but the need to
associate with other human beings shouldn't for a long time.
Then again...
The success people have had
raising primates as humans leads
to the suggestion of raising their
intelligence to human as well.
Genetic scientists have been experimenting
with combining
genes and restructuring DNA to
create such an artificial increase.
If they succeed we will either
have to redefine "human." or
redesign society to accomodate a
whole new population. The easiest nay would be. of course, to
define them as "nonhuman" and
therefore as servants or slaves.
Knowing us. this is probably
what we'd do.
inventor Benjamin Skora's robot answers the door, serves
drinks, takes out the trash, vacuums anil operates up to a mile
away from his control box. Skora
is currently working on a more

Your last 2 years

at W.S.U.

can be your
first 2 years
of management.

curiosity. New • >cial toys will
develop, and among these will be
the mind. Concepts that are nowregarded as occult, riystical and
paranormal will become part of
our lifestyle. Pyramid Power is
only the beginning of large-scale
dabbling in the back closets of
our brains. We will probab'y
soon find that things like ESP
have been there all along, and

learn to contrl them through trial
and error.
If we successfully harness the
power in our heads, we will pass
the stage of needing mechanical
assistance, and eventually evolve
beyond needing bodies at all. A
few of us may keep them around
as momentos, standing in the
corner like mannequins.
By this time our animal slaves
will have evolved and taken over
our discarded civilization. As it
develops am! begins to overshadow its human ancestor, its
myths and legends will recall us
as "The Creators." godlike beings who raised them up from
the beast and then departed, but
who still watch from afar.
Any of this sound familiar?
It sure has been fun guessing
•bout the future from a TV show.
The following night Tom Snyder's guest were Flip Wilson and
Elizabeth Ray. I bet we could get
a lot of mileage out of that if we
tried.

Eastern over WSU
(continued from page 8)
were athletes Brcnda Webb, for
her seventh place finish in the
national AIAW three mile event
last fall, and Dave Newman for
being named to the NCAA Division II All-Amercian third team
as a first baseman.
Saturday night in Charleston.
Illinois; the Raiders ran into
another home court decision to
drop their season finale. 62-55.
After WSU had scored 6
straight points to cut Easterns
lead to six at 59-53. the officials
disallowed a Raider basket on a
traveling call and Jackson exploded. The officials had disallowed several Raider baskets
with questionable calls and the
confrontation between Jackson
and the officials had been building for some time. A technical

Sophomores! Why wait until
you're out of college t o get practical
m a n a g e m e n t training? A r m y ROTC
o f f e r s it t o y o u d u r i n g y o u r j u n i o r
a n d senior years. A n d leads you to an
Army officer's commission upon
graduation.
New A r m y officers t a k e on instant
leadership responsibility. They have
to m a n a g e people and handle money
and equipment. T h e y have to m a k e
more important planning decisions
than most young executives.
So when A r m y ROTC s'.udents
g r a d u a t e from college, they enter active or reserve d u t y fully prepared
for these m a n a g e m e n t challenges.
If you'd like t o be g e t t i n g management experience after college, while
others are g e t t i n g m a n a g e m e n t training. apply for t h e A r m y ROTC 2-year
program b y April 1.

foul was called on Charlie Thomas added two free throws to
one he had made a few seconds
earlier to give Eastern a nine
point lead. 62-5.1.
Thomas and Rhodes accounted
for all of Eastern's points in the
last 12 minutes and finished as
the games high scorers with 212
the games high scorers with 21
and 18 points respectively.
Shellabarger led the Raiders in
his last game with 16 points and
13 rebounds. It was the fith time
this year that Shellabarger had
pulled down 13 rebounds in a
game. Schaeffer added ten points
on five field goals to set a WSU
record of 191 field goals in a
season. He also set a sophomore
scoring record of 456 points.
Alan McGee set a season record
of 122 assists.

Grab The Rat
By The Tail
Enjoy your choice of Beer
at WSU's Rathskellar
Old Milwaukee Dark
Black Label Light
• Tubourg
Pabst

Served All Day

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

FLASH

We kino have a new on-campus summer program for people who cannot attend the camp at Fort
Knox. Thla wilt allow uudenu to complete the flrat two yean of ROTC daring the spring and
summer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call 229-3326

Located in the
University Center
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Frisch's 'Firebugs' lights up Wright State's stage
BY TELEIA McCABE
Guardian feature Writer
The final Theatre department
production for this quarter. The
Firebugs, is a stirring, funny,
black comedy that deals with the
problems of appeasement and
atonement--and how easily they
are misused and manipulated
when man used them to shield
himself from the problems of the
world.
The Firebugs is a surreal play
about an upperclass man. Btederman. who allows young men
to take up residence in his home.
The city is in turmoil because of
a series of arsons that have re-

cently ta'.en place. Bicdcrman.
though afraid for himself and his
family, is so motivated by pity,
guilt, and finally fear, that he
refuses to believe that his guesls
arc the Firebugs, in spite of
obvious evidencc--such as barrels
of gasoline in the attic, detonators. etc.
The play was written by Ma*
Frisch in 1958. as a description of
why Hitler rose to power, and
how British Prime Minister
Chamberlam refused to take the
threat seriously, until it was too
late to be ignored.
The play is directed by Dr
Richard H Andrew. The set is

composed of a partial set of the
Bicdcrman home (din'ng room
and attic), and is surrounded and
overshadowed by a Jungle-gym
connection of scaffolding. This is
the world of the Chorus (dressed
in red fireman's tights, plastic
firemen coats, and helments).
The chorus, led 'ay Byron Hayes,
deals both as narration of the
story, and conscience of the
characters-especially in the final
scenes of the production, where
they moan and wail their reaction
to the Bicdcrman fire, while
manuvering gymnastically amid
the scaffolding.
The acting is effective and con-

'Network' a superior production
screen performance) is a fine
BY TELEIA McCABE
ending to a brilliant career, and
Guardian Feature Writer
"We're mad as hell, and we're
he plays the harmlessly insane
dupe with charm, luimor. and
not gonna take it anymore!!!-appropriate patheticness.
such is the dissolutioned voice of
Screen veteran William Holdcn
Paddy Chayefsky, as echoed
also gives one of tne finest
through Howard Beale (The Mad
screen performances of his caProphet of the Air) in Network.
reer as the tiring, middle-age
Sidney Lumet's satirical film
newsroom head. Holden (and his
about big time television.
wife) are the only human beings
Combine the talents of veteran
in the world of the network.
TV and film director Lutnct (one
Faye Dunaway is (as usual) a
of the unsung heroes of the
tour-de <oret as the insane, deAmerican cinema), the billiancc
manding programmer. She is the
of Chayefsky, and the unsurcpitomie of the aggressive, depassed performances of Peter
manding. emasculating femile.
Finch. Fayc Dunaway. and WilDunaway decided that a cra/v
liam Holdcn. and you have one of
commentator
is just what the
ihe superior productions of the
Network needs to keep pace with
1976 film-making season.
the competition of the big three:
Network is the prodigy of a
Cronkitc. Rcasoner. and Smith,
doublc-autcurship.
That
the
h is her idea to market poor
story, one of a dissillusioned
Howard Beale. and she turns the
middle-age man who has reached
evening news into a production
the cross-roads in a highly sucthat look-, like the Ohio Lottery.
cessful (yet personally unrewardAnother brilliant idea from this
ing) life, bears the distinctive
lady is a syndicated Mao Tsc
style ar.d mark of Chayefsky is
Tung
Hour-where
terrorist
undeniable.
groups send in filmed versions of
But the technical virtuosity,
their crimes for prime-time telethe smooth transition between
vision.
the media, the moving camera,
In this world of the absurd, the
and the character interplays are
films denouncement makes perall stigmas of the Lumet style.
fect sense, and both writer ami
Finch is brilliant as the calm,
director procede through this
matter-of-factly mad commenlaworld in t logical progression, so
tor of the network. His perforthat the fate of poor Howard
mance of Howard Beale (his last

Beale is inevitable.
That the film is definitely one
of the best to be released this
year is an understatement. Holding ten Oscar nominations (for
what that's wortii). Network is an
extremely intelligent, successful
production. The film is currently
playing at the Cinema centre and
Salem Mall Cinema.

vincing. especially the unbelieving Bicdcrman (Robert Miller)
and his polite but fearful wife
Babette (Lisa Hatterman). and
the charming, obvious, despicable threat of evil, the Firebugs
(Tom Whelati and Vincent Godfrey). Chris Wert/ (playing Anna. the maid) has a flair for
comedy.
Although the acting is very
good, the character arc more
types than realistic characters.
But this is important to the feel
of the play. In The Firebugs it's
the action (or rather lack of it)
(hat is important.
The beauty of the pky V s in
the ways and methods of psychological coercion and manipu-

lation applied to Biedermm by
the arsons. The man is so polite,
fearful of antagonizing his
guests, and so unw illing to admit
what's happening, that lie lends
a good deal of help and assistance to his tormentors, including providing them with the
matches which destroy his own
home.
The Firebugs w ill be presented
through' March 6. Show time is 8
pm weekdays and sunday. and
8:30 pm on Friday and Saturday
evening performances. A special
pre-theatre buffet is provided
(for $5) before the week-end performances. for tickets and information. call the bo* office.
8:3-2500.

A mo/e for everyone wix>
has ever dreamed
of a second chance
ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON , AUCt
DOESN7 LIVE HERE
yet? drama
/ANYMORE
112 oelman
saV. mavth4-5 t\3o/8-56/IO-JO/ if

"I love it. It's so
you know...
so...uh,
like a...well,
a taste that.,
ah...it's so very,
so really...uh

• • •

She

is a lady's girl •

• • •

Vivian Combs, Wright State 78, leplies to tht.
question, "What does Genesee Cream Ale
really taste like?"

So She knows what you like . There arc lots
of great games . A glass-enclosed lounge for
quiet conversation . a huge new dance floor.
Great music . And lots more

Tuesday is Appreciation Nite
Free Admission
and Reduced Drinks
for both
Gals and Guys
it But guys also know She is great fun

Genesee Cream Ale.

No other beer or ale comes
close to it at all. The nearest
thing to it is, uh...hmmm, well
maybe it's...uhhh...

It's something different.
G B Co

* >

fUT Bill*
MUST SELL 68 VW. new
tires, tuns good. $400 or best
offer. See Joe in 230 BH or
o i l 27S-1100 after 5 pm. 2-24
RECLINING
ARMCHAIR
GRAY VINYL WITH Brown
fabric seat and back. Good
cond. S2S. Box G376 or 4268723. M f r LENNOX Humidifier. Furnace
mount. Make offer. B325 or
364-1490. 2-24
ELECTRICIANS! Sperry snap
6. Model OHMJOO. New. never used. $40 firm. B325 or
864-1490. 2-24
FOR SALE: Two top of the
line Zildjian cymbals plus five
piece drum set with accessories. Will accept reasonable
offer. Call 429-1321 after 6
Tuts. Wed. or Thurs. Ask for
Brad. 2-24
FOR SALE Wilson T-300 Tennis Racket. Good condition.
$25 or best offer. Reply K300.
2-24
ACETYLENE WELDING outfit. New. Make cash offer.
B325 or 864-1490. 2-24
2 DELCO ELECTRIC Motors,
one quarter HP and one thirtieth HP. excel cond. $7 apiece or $11 both. Box G376
or 426-8723. 2-24
MOVING SALE. Selling all
kinds of household items and
furniture. Cheap prices. Call
837-7640. 2-24-4
FOR SALE: new Dudley aluminum softball bats. If interested
contact
mailbox
018!. 2-24
BSR AUTOMATIC record
changer. Good condition.
Needs new stylus. $25. Reply
box HI72. 2-24
1975 VEGA GT Hatchback.
Custom interior. AM/FM
radio, dual sport mirrors,
tinted glass, deluxe bumpers,
side ctHpes. 4 speed, 20000
miles, J!400 or reasonable
offer. 682-6753. 6-10 pm. 3-1
19 r 6 VW BEETLE-6 months
M, AM-Fc4 Stereo. Most
«ell-$3250. 9,000 miles, excellent condition-still under warranty-call 836-6163. 3-1.
PASTING OUT a 1970 Karmaac Ghia. If you need Votkswagon parts call me at 8787942. 3-1
AKC SHETLAND Sheepdog
at stud. Proven, full white
collar, deep table color, excellent disposition. Call 4267410. 3-1
1974 VEGA reliable car, no
hassles, in good coodr, Ml.
$1200.252-3312. 3-1
FO»' SALE: Very antique
cherry dresser. Needs reftoishing bat is a classic. Price
can be debated. >30 or reasonable offer. See at Z R I
Duncan Dr #6. ask for Ton or
leave in mailbox R658. 3-1
BACK-PACK (Mae) Master
2500 Oxford, aytoa, fairly
a. $14. CaB 434r9paiS«a-WaA. 3-1

BAR OS ROOM divider-new,
red carpeted-$25, one shadow
box mirror-French provincal$23. one large framed mirror$10, one rediner chair, crange-S7. Call 233-6231. 3-1
1968 VW BUS good mechanically-bodv has some rust.
$950/ 252-3312. 3-1
"WHO WANTS TO BUY this
diamond ring? She took it off
her finger, now ii doesn't
mean a thing." A beautiful
engagement/wedding ring set
at a very reasonable price.
Call 434-2393 aft 6 for information. 3-1

For Rent
RANCH DOUBLE and garage. 405 Patterson. Fairborn.
1 '/> miles from college. Fully
carpet. 2 bedroom, air, electric heat, refrigerator, stove,
enclosed patio, large yard.
REF plus dept. $185 p' is
electric. 848-2339. 2-22-4
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED TO SHARE A
LARGE. NICE HOUSE IN
Dayton. Off N Main near 1-75.
Pleasant atmosphere. $75 includes everything. Call 27819.J8. 2-24
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
Yellow Springs. Heat paid,
furnished. $100 and up. Call
372-2047. 2-24
HOUSEMATE NEEDED: 3
WSU graduates looking for a
4th person (female preferred)
tif share 4 bedroom house
near Linden-Smithville area.
Must be /esponsible and considerate of others living there.
Expenses are $35/mo rent,
and % of utilities, phone and
water. Immediate occupancyCall 252-6447 for mote information. 2-24
ROOMMATE
NEEDEDRiverdale area of Dayton. Person needed to share 3 bedroom ha!f of double off of N
Main St. We would split the
rent ($140 a month) and the
phone and utilities. Call weekdays after 6:00 pm. any time
on weekends. 275-2687. 2-24
BRAND NEW HOME with all
facilities, am bedroom furnished. $100/moath. Call 8647048. 3-1
ROOM FOR RENT Large 4
bedroom house in Kettering.
$75 per month and '/« utilities,
contact mailbox K593 or 296315S. Ask for Jack or Dave.
3-1
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted
to share large house off N
Main near 1-75. CaB 278-1938.
3-1

Help wanted
SUMMER JOBS: Fifty state
catalogue of over 2000 summer job employers (with application forms). Send £2 to:
SUMCKOICE. Box 645. State
College. PA 16801. 2-22-5
SERIOUS photographer desires models for figure studies. Will pay modeling fee.
B32S. 2-24
TYPING B t Dutch Jokaam.
45 cents per paga. Phone
426-3*5. 2-24

VOLUNTEERS nrgenlty need
ed at South Dayton School to
wort with learning disabled
children. Call anytime-4265000. 3-1
PART-TIME JOB with no hassle-juit help from a "positive" company whose most
important product is opportunity. We'll help you earn
what you need. Call 233-7479
or leave message in mailbox
L475. 3-1
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES-Low rates. Stop in 341
Millett during these hours.
8:30 am to 9 MWF or to 9:45
TTH; 12 pm to ! MWF; 12:30
pm to 1:45 TTH; 3 pm to 4 MI
W or to 5 on F or to 7 on M.
Evenings: 223-7777 Patricia.

3-1
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Students, this, is your chancc to
make additional money for
doing very little. All you have
to do is help me get more
prospects to buy new or used
cars. Need students who have
persuasive ability and desire.
Don't miss this chance to
make $ for so little. Call Steve
,/o 372-6947. 3-1
APPLICATIONS being accepted at Long John Silvers in
Kettering (on Wilmington ~nd
Woodman) and in West Carrollton for full-time and parttime help. $2.30/hr. 3-1-1
UNITED CEREBAL PALSLY
desperately needs volunteers
tn participate in the planning
for a bowling league for
school age children who are
disabled. For a few hours you
will go to the McCook Bowling
Alley and assist them in their
games. If interested, please
contact Nancy Stelnmett-4351455, Thomas Bankston-2231289, or Barbara SchUbred
Ailyr hall mailbox M5I3. 3-1
TYPING DONE, excellent
work. 429-0577. 3-1-4

Share-^-Rlde
GOING TO DC over spring
break? If so. I'd like to share
the ride there and back. 1 (trill
help with expenses aqd/or
driving. Call Melanie at 3723733 or leave a note in box
E728. 2-24
I NEED A RIDE to Bowling
Greene University (Ohio) on
Friday, March 4, 1977 at 3.
I'll be waiting in AOyn Hall
lounge at 3-5. Send all replies
to CI 77 before Friday. March
4. 1977. 3-1
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago
area, would like to leave
Thursday. March 3rd. Will
share expenses. Call Peter
Plante it 223-0031. leave message. 3-1
RIDERS NEEDED to Gatlinbarg. Tenn during spring
break. Leaving Tues. March
22; returning Fri. March 2S.
Chuck. M421. 434-0228. 3-1

Lost- ft Pound
LQST: John Norman's Nomad* of Gor. if found Please,
fVaac (grovel, grovel) rttnrn
to a d k o i E33 or S3S7. IMPORTANT. 3 - |

TO THE SOB who stole my
Accounting book from Allyn
hall at 12:38 Wed. 2-23. I
know cxactly who yoc are and
I want to give you a chance to
return it to the lost and found
within the next 2 days otherwise I'll turn you in with proof
of three witnesses. 3-1

HE3IB5SfliE

WANTED: 1971-74 TOYOTA
hubcaps-nced two. No hot
items accepted. Respond to
K49. 2-24
WANT TO GO Backpacking in
Virginia over spring break?
Drop a note in Mailbox G331.
2-24 -~
CHEMISTRY Majors: Premeds. Financial assistance.
$4300 plus all tuition as
Graduate Associate, is available for study toward MS and
PhD degrees in all areas of
chemistry. Write Graduate
Chairman. Dept of Chemistry.
Ohio University. Athens, Ohio
45701. 2-22-5
LIBERTARIANS and/or students of Objectivism. I know
you're out there somewhere!
If you arc interested in forming a student organization to
exchange and propagate your
ideas, reply lo E726. 2-24
THE WSU JUDO CLUB will
hold their monthly meeting on
Wednesday, March 2, at 3 pm
in room 041 University Center. All members are requested to attend.
PARTY AWAY those winter
blues: Good music, good
times, booze raffle, beer, and
lots of happy people Boogie
at the Rat Friday March 4.
Open to all. have a ball! I. 3-1
GOT DEM 'OLE Winter
blues? Come alive then and
spend a high time with Dr
Eakin's comm 141. "By the
Door" group! Free Rock 'n
Roll music-live; along with
booze raffle, beer, dancing,
chuggin' contest, boogie contest. and group sexll All radicals and freaks welcome.
When? March 4. and that's
Friday so be there and enjoy!
3-1
FRIDAY IS HI-DAY at the
Rathskeller. March 4. Musk,
booze-raffle, beer and good
times-compliments of Dr Eakin's comm 141. Be There!
(please). 3-1
TO ALL THE CHESS Players
at WSU. there will be a diess
meeting on Friday the 4th in
the Lower Hearth Lounge (the
room next to the tunnel in
UC). Bring your board, sets,
and clocks. This is not a club!
Just some people who want to
play chess. Meeting 2-6. Anyone interested in playing is
welcome. 3-1
EDUCATION MAJORS: Your
new Caucus rep is Michael
Lewis-I'm forming ax advisory
committee to help serve all
education members. This
committee's purpose is basically a bridge of coaaaanication between I t a l i a n and
if Marcatod, laave

la na MS
t.U

FREE TO GOOD HOME. I yr
old Black h Silver pait poodle
and part doxie, has had one
titter of pupa. Good with kids.
Must find home immediately.
Leave message-in box C73.
3-1

fftraonftii
CC DID you get my valentine?
A secret admirer. 2-24
TO THE PANTLESS wonder.
Paul: Say yea saw this in the
Guardian and I'll give you 10
percent more kisses The girl
outside your door. 2-24
BAMBI; Return the Thompson Papers or a copy there of
to mailbox L70. You have the
only set in existance and I
wish to send a copy to some
friends. You can complete
your analysis later. 2-24
TOM (THE PI KAPPA PHDRemetnber Saturday night?
How did that ice feel? Next
time you'd better be careful
where you throw it!
Zeta
hopeful and a Zeta. 2-24
PI KAPPA PHI: Thanks for
the great time last Saturday
night. Let's do it again sometime soon! The sisters of Zeta
Tau Alpha. 2-24
HEY ZETAS!! Who arc the
five members of National
Council' Who do they appoint? FRED. 2-24
CHUG. The (lowers are
BEAUTIFUL! Just remember
I may not Aluavs understand
you, but I'll a'ways love you!
Gidg. 2-24
CONGRATULATIONS to our
new Alpha Gamma Nu pledges for winter quarter Louis
Cyr. Marty Fergeson. Bill
Queener. Steve Moorman. Joe
Snyder. 2-24
TO: Thora, all the enemies of
the Solar Impcrium couldn't
keep me from loving you.
You're the best thing that
happened to me since I landed
on the moon and found you.
Love, P Rhodan. 2-24
HEY ZETAS!!! What province.is Eta PI in? What other
chapters are in this province
and what universities are they
located? FRED. 3-1
NURSING 313 students winter
qtr-Hang in there! 3-1
HAPPY BELATED birthday
Fuzzy! Hope the next 22 years
are just as Rowdy! CP 3-1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Jackie
Studer. Just think now yon
can't use Cindy's ID anymore.
3-1 .
BROWN PAPER SACK Valentine: What was inside really
counted. Thanks whoever you
may be. 3-1
AIR HAMMER!, Have you
seen
"Spires
Hammer"?
Busted Brunton. 3-1-2
BLUEJAY
FOUR Where's
the what?!! The Captain. 3-1
BILL WEGLAGE: Thanks for
cariag Friday a t e . k was
greatly appai datoll I'm sorry
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